Eastbound

**Monday through Friday**

- Trip originates at Figueroa & Cypress at time shown and operates daily except Tuesday. Trip does not operate on school holidays.
- Trip originates at Verdugo & Eagle Rock at time shown and operates daily except Tuesday only. Trip does not operate on school holidays.
- Trip originates at Olympic & Muirfield 7 minutes before the hour and operates daily except Tuesday only. Trip does not operate on school holidays.
- Trip originates at Figueroa & Muirfield 2 minutes before the hour and operates daily except Tuesday only. Trip does not operate on school holidays.
- Trip originates in Spring & Cesar E Chavez at the hour shown. Minimal service on Saturdays and Sundays.

**Horarios de domingo y días feriados**

- Trip originates in Spring & Cesar E Chavez at the hour shown. Minimal service on Saturdays and Sundays.
- Trip originates in Figueroa & Cypress 2 minutes before the hour and operates daily except Tuesday only. Trip does not operate on school holidays.
- Trip originates in Olympic & Muirfield 7 minutes before the hour and operates daily except Tuesday only. Trip does not operate on school holidays.
- Trip originates at Figueroa & Muirfield 2 minutes before the hour and operates daily except Tuesday only. Trip does not operate on school holidays.

**Special Notes**

- Also visit m.metro.net or call 511 and say “Nextrip”.
- (example: metro vignes&cesarchavez or metro 1563). You can send a message of text “Metro” and the intersection of the street or the location of the station. You can also visit m.metro.net or call 800.621.7828 for the information of the daily trips, the times of the trips, and the line number that you are using for the service or the station.

**Wheelchair Hotline**

800.621.7828